
THREATSCAPE® INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTS
Cyber Intelligence That’s Actually Intelligent

iSIGHT Partners ThreatScape® intelligence arms enterprises with actionable 
knowledge and context about cyber threats and their methodologies. 

This actionable intelligence is delivered as reporting in a variety of formats 
– connected to observables, indicators, and metadata – that describe, ex-
plain, and predict the current and impending threats. Each report is shaped 
from the unique expertise of the iSIGHT Partners’ team around the world 
with the local language, dialect, and culture necessary to truly comprehend 
the global threat.

ThreatScape intelligence is not just about data, but rather arming 
enterprises with tactical, operational, and strategic insights fused to 
knowledge and context. The understanding of aspects like the motiva-
tion and intent of threat sources, the malicious and compromised in-
frastructures used for attacks, and the vulnerabilities and the malware 
targeting, them provides a holistic view of an enterprise’s threat reality.

Our Intelligence enables clients to:

Decisively prioritize patching of known and unreported 
vulnerabilities being exploited
Proactively prepare security operations for actual ongoing and 
emerging attacks 
Hunt for additional potential indicators of attacks within 
an enterprise
Arm decision makers with analysis that addresses identified 
and credible threats

 
iSIGHT Partners uses proprietary sources and methods to continuously 
research and analyze threats to meld raw data and information into 
an unparalleled cumulative understanding of threats targeting entities 
throughout the world. The result – ThreatScape intelligence – forms the 
foundation by which clients can wholly understand the many threats they 
face and begin to organize technical and operational countermeasures in 
order to protect their business.

“iSIGHT’s threat  
intelligence allows 

our users to prepare 
for, detect and  

respond to emerging 
threats all within  
one platform and 

without any  
additional effort.”

MICHAEL VISCUSO
CEO

Carbon Black
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Current ThreatScape® Intelligence
• Cyber Crime
• Cyber Espionage
• Distributed Denial-of-Service
• Enterprise IT Management and 

Investment
• Hacktivism
• Industrial Control Systems
• Mobile Threats
• Vulnerability and Exploitation

ThreatScape® 
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Other Intelligence-Led Security Solutions

ThreatService™ offerings inform organization about the actual threats targeting them while 
enabling threat management based on in-depth analysis. iSIGHT Partners ThreatService™ 
offerings also allow organizations to integrate intelligence into their security operations 
and cyber risk management programs.

ThreatSPACE® cyber exercises provides a live-fire cyber range to perfect threat management 
and incident response. The ThreatSPACE® Range and Training Facility includes environments 
that support an extensive range of topologies and targets that can be designed to emulate 
nearly any industry or government office. 

iCRMS™ automatically routes intelligence to operators and managers using iSIGHT Partners’ 
patented technology for incident handling and threat mitigation. This system enhances 
decisions such as threat prioritization and mitigation and enables increased awareness of 
countermeasure value.

Bottom Line

Without true intelligence containing more than just technical insights, organizations are simply deploying defenses 
blindly. iSIGHT Partners enables an intelligence-led security practice that connects awareness of the threat to all 
facets of the business.
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About iSIGHT Partners

iSIGHT Partners is a global cyber threat intelligence firm that delivers actionable intelligence products and services to 
leading enterprises in business and government. With a global network of security analysts and geographic research 
and analysis centers in Washington DC, The Netherlands, Brazil, Ukraine, India and China, iSIGHT Partners is uniquely 
positioned to monitor and mine the cyber threat ecosystem and deliver proprietary intelligence products and services 
specific to the threats its clients face.

Dallas, TX • Chantilly, VA • Sao Paulo, Brazil • Beijing, China • Pune, India • Amsterdam, The Netherlands • Taipei, Taiwan • Kiev, Ukraine
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